
SKU # B-GEN1

Part # 1006883

Description

B-Stock GEN1 HID Ballasts - 100% tested and approved returned ballast - Ballast may

have scratches, dents, and appear used.

Categories  

Sub-Categories  

UPC  887753765444 Unit of Measure  Kit

Related Skus:

Cross Sell Skus:

Condition

New

Manufacturer

Race Sport Lighting

EZ Category

Ballast B-Stock

Harmonization Code

8512.20.2080

Universal

YES

Life Expectancy

10,000 hours

SEMA Product

High Intensity Discharge Lighting Ballast

Part Type ID  15962

Reverse Polarity

High Intensity Discharge

Lighting Ballast

Operating Voltage Current Draw

Wattage

35-Watts

Chip Type

N/A

IP Rating

IP67

LUX

N/A

Product Information

-This product has been 100% tested and approved by Race

Sport Lighting technicians. -B-Stock product is typically a

result of open box returns where the customer changed

their mind, or installer failed to interface with the vehicle,

and sometimes a product that was installed, but later

uninstalled. -All B-Stock is specially marked and can not be

returned for credit, exchange, or any reimbursement.

Warranty is purchased "As Is" -The picture in the listing is a

general image for B-Stock, and does not represent the

condition of the ballast you may receive. Expect to see

scratches, dings, and marks on the ballast itself. -B-stock is

the perfect solution to cover warranty products fast and

cheap within your install bay without pulling brand new

product off the shelf. Carrying a handful of B-Stock helps

dealers inexpensively carry parts in the install bay to cover

their customer in the unfortunate case that a vehicle where

to come back and need a new part.

Est. Labor Hours

Gross Weight 0 Width 0

Net Weight 0 Height 0

DIM Weight 0 Depth 0

Kelvin (ColorTemperature)

N/A

Universal or Vehicle Specific

Universal

Made In

CN

Warranty

No Warranty

Lumens

N/A

Beam

Pattern

N/A

Prop 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals, which are known to the State of

California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov


